**CCAI Scholarship Winners**

CCAI National was proud to award $11,000 in scholarships to five extremely deserving and talented students in July. "Our scholarship program grows every year," commented CCAI Executive Director, Anne Goyer. “Our National Board has earmarked CCAI earnings from FABTECH to fund the Matt Heuertz National Scholarship program each year. This allows us to extend our reach to more students and award more scholarships.”

**This year’s CCAI National Scholarship winners are:**

**CONNER CELANO**  
*Marquette University  
Mechanical Engineering*

Connor has been in a co-op program at Harley-Davidson where he is working with all the functions associated with paint & graphics being applied to Harley motorcycles. He currently has responsibilities ranging from project management to coordination of R&D at Harley. He hopes to work for Harley after graduation as a design engineer in their Paint & Graphics Division.

**BRENT GROUBERT**  
*University of Wisconsin – Waukesha  
Chemistry*

Brent comes from a family with a finishing background. His father and brother are in the chemical business and his uncle works for a paint manufacturer (all CCAI members!). He has a keen interest in chemistry and is leaning towards research & development at this time. His goal is to earn an undergraduate degree in both biochemistry and molecular biology.

**ALEC JOBINS**  
*University of California, Berkeley  
Mechanical Engineering*

Alec Jobbins hopes to excel in the field of mechanical engineering by applying creative thinking to new designs and products. Community service and continuing education are a part of Alec’s daily life. He is particularly excited about the hands-on experience he is receiving in the advanced prototyping lab with high-end 3D printers. Alec also qualified for the Junior Olympics as a ski racer.

**ZAK ROESER**  
*University of Wisconsin – Stout  
Manufacturing Engineering*

Zak is a manufacturing engineering student who has co-oped at Modine Mfg. where he enjoyed and excelled at on-the-floor problem solving, conceptualizing components based on existing conditions, creating work standards, designing for operator functionality and field testing. He has also co-oped at Georgia Pacific. He hopes to ultimately find a position as an applications engineer that will take him out into the field.

**AUSTIN WHEATON**  
*University of Wisconsin – Stout  
Engineering Technologies*

Austin has been working at Therma-Tron-X in maintenance for the past two summers, where he helped manage the database of all the company’s tools and equipment. He hopes to land a manufacturing job and ultimately become a plant manager. He learned about finishing from his dad, who worked in the industry for more than 20 years. He is studying to earn a degree in Engineering Technologies with a concentration on facilities.

---

*CCAI Executive Director Anne Goyer and VP of Education & Sales Bruce Bryan (center) present checks to four of our CCAI National Scholarship winners during the Wisconsin Chapter Golf Outing. Missing from the photo is Alec Jobbins.*